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Preparing for the ALMA Proposal 

What can you really obtain with ALMA observations ? 

Can ALMA provide you with what you want to see ?  

--> ALMA Observing Simulations 



ALMA consists of three Instruments. 

12-m Array 
(50 12-m Antennas) 

Atacama Compact Array: ACA 
(12 7-m Antennas + 4 12-m Antennas) 

 For high-resolution, 
High-sensitivity Imaging 

7-m Array + 
4 12-m Single-dish 
 For Imaging of 
Extended Structures 

Need Simulations for 12-m Array, ACA 7-m Array, 
and Single-dish, and then combining them. 



Theoretical model Images 
@ ALMA observing band 

``Observed’’ Images 

Theoretical Physical Parameters of 
your favorite astronomical objects 

``Observed’’ Physical Parameters 

χ2 Model fitting "

ALMA Imaging Simulation"

Radiative Transfer Code"

Compare !!"
 Science"
Power of ALMA"

ALMA observing Simulation 



ALMA Observation 
•  Data we obtain are ``Visibilities V (u,v)’’, 

V (u,v) = ∬ I (x,y) exp {-2πi (ux+vy)} dxdy �
x, y: Sky Spatial Coordinate�
u, v: Antenna Tracks projected on the sky �

V (u,v) consists of amplitude and phase �

Fourier-Transform of Source Images I (x,y)�



ALMA Imaging --> To obtain I (x,y) 
Ideally: �
V (u,v) = ∬ I (x,y) exp {-2πi (ux+vy)} dxdy �

In reality: Vobs (u,v) = S (u,v) ∬ I (x,y) �
# # # # # #exp {-2πi (ux+vy)} dxdy�

S(u,v): Sampling Function �
�
 Fourier-Transform of Vobs (u,v) is NOT �
Real I(x, y), but we call it Dirty-Image ID(x,y) �
Methods to guess real I(x,y) from ID (x,y) �

---> Clean, MEM, etc…�



How to evaluate the imaging 
quantitatively ? 

---> Introducing ``Fidelity’’ 

Fidelity (i, j) = --------------------------------------------	
abs[ Model (i, j) ]	

At each image pixel (i, j);	


abs[Model (i, j) - Simulated (i, j)]	


So Fidelity is an image."
Pety et al. 2001!



ALMA Observing Simulator 
Task ``simobserve’’ and ``simanalyze’’. 

Create model visibilities from model images, 
with observing parameters such as the antenna location, 
specified by the user. 

Fourier-Transform the Visibility, and ``CLEAN’’ the image 
with the user-specified imaging parameters, 
such as weighting on the visibility sampling points, 
and create Fidelity images. 
 

simobserve 

simanalyze 



CASA 4.1.``simalma’’  
1. Call simobserve for 12-m array, ACA 7-m array, 
and Single-dish  

2. Make combined interferometric images of 
the 12-m and ACA 7-m Data, 
then ``feathering’’ with the single-dish image 

3. Call simanalyze for the Combined Image 

Task to do 12-m Array + ACA simulations at once 



Simulations practical: Manuals 

http://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php?title=Simalma 
Simalma 

Simulation Guide for New Users (CASA 4.1) 
http://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php?title=Simulation_Guide_for_New_Users_
(CASA_4.1) 

Simulating Observations in CASA 4.1 
http://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php?title=Simulating_Observations_in 
_CASA_4.1 



Antenna Configuration Files 
/Applications/CASA.app/Contents/data/alma/simmos/*.cfg 

Copy those file in your current working directory. 

Input Model Images 
http://casaguides.nrao.edu/index.php?title=Sim_Inputs 

Download (at least two) your favorite Images. 



Simobserve 
Set simobserve as current task, specify project name. 

Specify sky model image 

Set Observing Parameters, and run simobserve 



Simanalyze 
Set simanaylze as current task 

Specify image and analyzing parameters 

Run simobserve 



Simalma 
Set simobserve as current task, specify project name. 

Specify sky model image 

Set Observing Parameters, and run simalma 



Homework 

Do simobserve + simanalyze at least two Images 
 
Do above with different antenna configurations, 
including ACA 
 
Do simalma with at least two images 


